behaving, She is fighting with those guys”. Fortunately, my friends were waiting near to the halt till I’m done with my experiment. So, suddenly they came for my support and I had to go with them.

According to the social psychology, Men and women also tend to exhibit differing social dominance and aggression. In every known culture on earth, men tend to have more social power and are more likely than women to engage in physical aggression (TenHouten, 2007). According to the culture I’m belonging to, people think that girls should not fight with guys, and they have to act as typical girls, whatever happened. Also, Girls receive more negative feedback concerning direct, physical aggression.

Thirdly, I was wearing the same overall to my boyfriends place. Since I have rang their door bell, my guys father open the door and he refuse my entering to the house and he started to question. Finally, I had to tell him the truth and then he said if I’m wear these type of dresses, stop having the relationship with my son and further he said girls should behave like girls, and have to work according to our culture. Then gave a call to my parents and had a long advisable talk about what I did.

According to my view, with the trend the world is heading I think men and women should have equal rights because if you give equal opportunity to boys and girls they both excel in life (TenHouten, 2007). So, differentiating what guys can do and girls can do quite unfair for everybody. And also, in western countries they don’t care what they are wearing? Is it a guy or a girl dress? So, my culture quite stressful, as a girl we can’t wear anything we like, and relax.